Sandia’s robotic work cell conducts high-throughput testing ‘in an instant’

Automation speeds up 3D-printed part testing, materials science data collection

By Mollie Rappe

Today with 3D printing you can make almost anything in a matter of hours. However, making sure that part works reliably takes weeks or even months.

Sandia National Laboratories has designed and built a six-sided work cell, similar to a circular desk, with a commercial robot at its center that conducts high-throughput testing to quickly determine the performance and properties of the part.

They call this flexible, modular and scalable system Alinstante, Spanish for “in an instant.” Sandia is seeking industry partners to help expand or discover more uses for the new robotic testing system.

The technology to speed up qualification and testing was the result of Sandia materials scientist Brad Boyce’s presentation during a Laboratory Directed Research & Development-funded project to improve the qualification of custom 3D printed parts. “In traditional manufacturing of metals, there’s a lot of experience and finesse in process control to produce metals with uniform properties. When we went to laser manufacturing we had to take a step back and rethink qualification,” he said.

Brad had already developed a machine for high-throughput tensile testing — pulling on an object until it snaps — but for this project he knew he needed a more general, flexible solution. He turned to Sandia’s robotics group.

“When we committed ourselves to automation, we realized that the barriers could be overcome,” Brad said. “Yes, we invested some time and money, but the real challenge was getting ourselves out of the mindset of ‘business as usual’ to understanding that we need a faster solution.”

Designing a modular, flexible work cell

The commercial robot sits in the center of the hexagonal work cell with up to six “petal” work stations around it. Each work station can have a different commercial or custom testing system, and the work stations can be swapped in and out depending on the kind of tests needed. Also, because of the
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Riding bacterium to the bank

Sandia researchers tailor E. coli to efficiently and economically convert plants into renewable chemicals

By Jules Bernstein

What does jet fuel have in common with pantyhose and plastic soda bottles? They’re all products currently derived from petroleum. Sandia National Laboratories scientists have demonstrated a new technology based on bioengineered bacteria that could make it economically feasible to produce all three from renewable plant sources.

Economically and efficiently converting tough plant matter, called lignin, has long been a stumbling block for wider use of the energy source and making it cost competitive. Piecing together mechanisms from other known lignin degraders, Sandia bioengineer Seema Singh and two postdoctoral researchers, Weihua Wu, now at Lodo Therapeutics Corp., and Fang Liu, have engineered E. coli into an efficient and productive biocconversion cell factory.

“For years, we’ve been researching cost-effective ways to break down lignin and convert it into valuable platform chemicals,” Singh said. “We applied our understanding of natural lignin degraders to E. coli because that bacterium grows fast and can survive harsh industrial processes.”

The work, “Towards Engineering E. coli with an Auto-Regulatory System for Lignin Valorization,” was recently published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.

Engineering a costly process into profitability

Lignin is the component of plant cell walls that gives them their incredible strength. It is browning with energy, but getting to that energy is so costly and complex that the resulting biofuel can’t compete economically with other forms of transportation energy.

Once broken down, lignin has other gifts to give in the form of valuable platform chemicals that can be converted into nylons, plastics, pharmaceuticals and other products. Future research may focus on demonstrating the production to these products, as they could help bring biofuel and bioproduction economics into balance. Or as Singh puts it, “they valorize lignin.”

(Continued on page 6)
5 seconds at F/16, with a broken camera

For Sandians, President Truman’s letter to AT&T on May 13, 1949, is still reverberating.

If they have a totem animal, it’s that one-eyed, big-shouldered bird that watches over everything they do. And they surround their homes and offices with images that remind them of those days gone by.

“I had no idea what would happen. It’s a working photo,” he says. “I just clamped it in the pole and hoped it was pointing at something that would show up on the negative.”

The Z machine uses electricity to charge large capacitors — structures designed to store an electric charge and release it almost instantaneously. These capacitors discharge to power a series of high-voltage switches, which are used to study everything from nuclear weapons to planetary formation to fusion energy. When Z fires, powerful electrical pulses strike a target made of hundreds of tungsten wires. It’s about the size of a spool of thread. The flow of energy through the wires dissolves them into plasma and creates a strong magnetic field that forces the exploded particles inward. The speed of the particles moves is equivalent to traveling from Los Angeles to New York — about 3,000 miles — in slightly less than one second. The particles then collide with one another along the z-axis (hence the name Z machine), and big collisions — a blast of intense x-ray radiation (2 million joules of x-ray energy) that heats the walls of the target to approximately 1.8 million degrees Celsius.
DOE classifies Winalee Carter as ‘excellent’ Honored with 2018 Classification Award of Excellence

By Michael Padilla

Winalee Carter displays her DOE Classification Award of Excellence. (Photo by Brent Haglund)

I f you want to give a talk at a conference, have an official document reviewed, or submit a paper to a journal, Winalee Carter is the person nearly everyone at Sandia/California counts on to give the final stamp of approval.

In recognition of her exceptional service, Winalee last month received the Department of Energy’s 2018 Classification Award of Excellence at the 53rd Annual Classification Officers’ Technical Program Review Meeting in Germantown, Maryland.

Recognized for improving the California classification program

Winalee was recognized for her “dedication to improving the classification program of the Sandia National Laboratories — California and throughout the DOE and the National Nuclear Security Administration.”

In particular, she was recognized for revising all the major classification guides for Sandia/California’s current stockpile weapon systems and playing a major role on the team that developed the current classification guide for use control. Most recently, she resolved several classification issues related to the development and implementation of the W80-4 Life Extension Program. Winalee consulted with various subject matter experts and other classification offices to resolve many W80-4 issues.

Winalee said she is honored to receive the award, especially because the previous award winners include people she has admired and enjoyed working with. “I was also very flattered by the award because of the weapon groups means a lot to me,” she said. “They do the largest percent of classified work at the site, so I spend much of my time supporting them.”

She said it feels good to be recognized for the hard work, “even when things don’t always get done as quickly as any of us would like.”

Mike Hardwick, the California weapons center director, took part in the nomination and said Winalee is very deserving of the recognition.

“Winalee provides a vital service to the nuclear weapons program,” Mike said. “She understands nuclear weapon design and has years of experience with classification policy and rules. Without her guidance, we would not be able to steward the stockpile or execute modernization programs.”

Background in weapon design work

Winalee came to Sandia in 1982 with a master’s in mechanical engineering and spent her first 16 years conducting weapon design work. Twelve years into her career, there was a need for someone to handle the day-to-day work of the classification office for six months. She accepted the assignment and then returned to weapon design work. Three years later, the classification officer wanted to move back to Albuquerque. “I had found, to my surprise, that I enjoyed the work,” said Winalee. “I took the classification officer position in August 1998. It was so very different than the hardware design work that I loved, but I enjoyed it. I still enjoy the challenge.”

Classification work changes over the years

During the past 20 years, there have been many changes in the California site classification office. In 1988, there were 48 derivative classifiers in California — almost entirely managers — and 385 requests for review and approval (R&A). All work was conducted via hard copies, which were routed to each reviewer. The California site now has 218 derivative classifiers — mostly technical staff — and some 1,400 R&A requests are routed via electronic workflow.

“When I started in the classification office, our work consisted almost entirely of nuclear weapons, and the only facility outside of the limited area was combustion research,” she said. “Now we have branched off into many other programs and have four separate security areas, from the general access area to special programs.”

On a typical day, the classification office receives any thing that is going to the public to assure it contains no sensitive information — classified or unclassified. The classification office also reviews all classified NSI documents. In addition, Winalee trains and authorizes derivative classifiers to understand and use the published classification guidance so that they can properly classify the work around the site, including local weapon programs. Winalee also provides the final classification reviews for all security incidents and sends classification challenges up the NNSA/DOE chain to the DOE Office of Classification for final determinations.

Covering your BASES: California Seminar Series

Predicting disease with big data

By Jules Bernstein

Next at bat for BASES

The BASES series was originally the brainchild of Sheryl Hingorani, Jason Reinhardt, and Michael Nacht. Its goal is bringing thought leaders from institutions around the Bay Area to the California site to engage on national security topics and inject their thinking back into Sandia by establishing long-term relationships.

Since the inaugural March 2016 session in which the University of California, Berkeley’s Sol Hsiang spoke on climatological threats to peace and prosperity, talks have covered topics ranging from the search for life on other planets to analysis of the impact that artificial intelligence will have on society.

“With the rise in artificial intelligence, the potential for misinterpretation can be great,” Hsiang said.

“More advanced systems may ascribe actions or thinking to the world that is far from their intention,” he said.

For more information, contact Andrew Kosydar 925-667-1057.
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Covering your BASES: California Seminar Series

Predicting disease with big data

By Jules Bernstein
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Robotic work cell

(Continued from page 1)

hexagonal shape, multiple petals can be combined in a honeycomb-like structure. That allows handoffs from petal to petal to provide almost limitless testing scalability. Sandia mechanical engineer Ross Burchard led the design of the work cell. In 2016, Ross and an intern explored many different physical configurations before settling on the honeycomb petal design.

"My challenge was, how do you come up with a work cell with one robot and multiple testing stations that's also modular and scalable?" Ross said. Once the configuration was selected, Ross and his team built the first work cell. They adapted commercially available hardware wherever possible for efficiency and to save money.

In addition to constructing the hexagonal floor plate and pedestal for the commercial robot, the team installed safety light curtains wherever a person and the robot might interact. The light curtains are set up so that if a person reaches into the work cell, or if the robotic arm reaches out of the work cell, the light beam is broken and the robot automatically stops.

"Safety is always our No. 1 concern," said Tim Blada, the roboticist who is leading the design of the software interface. "Every line of code we write, every piece of mechanical feature we design, is always safely first. How is this safe? Can I do this without risking any injuries?"

Rapid, automated testing with an easy-to-use modular user interface

By the end of the summer, Tim hopes to have a user interface that will allow a non-expert to place their parts on a tray in the parts rack, select a few tests and get their data automatically. The software architecture also needs to be modular so new modules and tests can be added easily, he said.

The prototype Alinstante work cell only has two testing stations and a rack where users can place their parts. The first station is an off-the-shelf structured light scanner that can convert a scan into a 3D model with an accuracy of 0.0005 inches. The second station is a laser-based frame for testing physical properties, such as tensile and compression testing, which is pushing on an object until it crushes.

Next, the team will replace a laser-based light curtain with safety light curtains to allow a lightweight robot to be integrated into the work cell, in addition to the commercial robot. They will also add a mechanical design feature that limits the robot's reach.

"Your backstop is our nuclear capability," Hyten said talking about nuclear weapons and deterrence in a range of venues will bolster awareness of the critical role Sandia plays in national security. "It's de-escalatory," Hyten said. "Now, an adversary, when that becomes part of the public lexicon, what happens is that all of a sudden the role of the U.S. adversaries is getting better, he said, and that's not a good thing for deterrence.

Alinstante can reduce the scheduling burden for the testing, greatly speeding up the turnaround time," Ross said. Alinstante also reduces the chance for human error and might interact. The light curtains are set up so that if a person reaches into the work cell, or if the robotic arm reaches out of the work cell, the light beam is broken and the robot automatically stops.

"You've got to make sure that our weapons are always safe, secure, reliable and effective, that our adversaries know that," he said. "It's de-escalatory," Hyten said. "Now, an adversary, "We could integrate the printer, processing systems — such as a heat-treat oven and materials discovery.

"Rapid, automated testing with an easy-to-use modular user interface"

Confronting the threat

As head of USTRATCOM, Hyten oversees one of the 10 unified combatant commands under the Department of Defense and commands the nation's strategic forces responsible for deterring strategic attack.

USTRATCOM provides a range of capabilities and options for the president and secretary of defense.

"As we walk through the various challenges that we have in dealing with these problems, in dealing with the adversaries that we face, we realize that nuclear capabilities are the backstop of everything that we do; and if we don't get that right, everything else is going to be a problem," Hyten said. "The strategic response includes space and cyber, but it has to start with the nuclear capability."

The revamping of the Nuclear Posture Review was necessary to correct the nation's current adversaries by strengthening those capabilities, he said. "It's like because it's elegant in its simplicity," Hyten said. "The Nuclear Posture Review says, 'here's the threat.' We have to modernize. We have to modernize the platform, plus the weapons, plus the infrastructure and the nuclear command and control process. It says it right there very simply and why."

U.S. adversaries are getting better, he said, and that drives the need not only to modernize, but to build two supplemental capabilities: a small number of low-yield nuclear weapons and sea-launched cruise missiles. "It's de-escalatory," Hyten said. "Now, an adversary, "Sandia has testing labs that can perform all of these tests, however it takes a few weeks to schedule each of them, which can add up to one or two months of testing. Alinstante can reduce the scheduling burden for the testing, greatly speeding up the turnaround time," Ross said. Alinstante also reduces the chance for human error and produces data that is more consistent and reproducible than human testers.

"Scratching the surface' of prototype testing and materials discovery"

"Right now, Alinstante is really just scratching the surface of what it could be," Brad said. "We could integrate the printer, processing systems — such as a heat-treat oven and a printer — and many other post-processing tests."

X-ray tomography, corrosion testing and density measurements are just a few examples of the tests the team would like to add to Alinstante.

Sandia's importance to the mission

Hyten said talking about nuclear weapons and deterrence in a range of venues will bolster awareness of the critical role Sandia plays in national security. "It's important that we have a national conversation," he said. "It doesn't matter where you come down on nuclear weapons, when that becomes part of the public lexicon, what happens is that all of a sudden the role of the national laboratories is understood again.

Sandia must succeed with its work for Hyten and those he commands to do their jobs effectively and for deterrence to work, he said. "You've got to make sure that our weapons are always safe, secure, reliable and effective, that our adversaries know that," he said. "When I look at this room, what I see is maybe what people in Washington don't see the same. I see the leading element of research and development in the strategic aspects of our nation in our laboratories. ... You're where deterrence starts, continues and, if we ever have to go down that path, ends," he said. "So, I just want to stand up in front of you and say thank you. Thank you for everything you do for our country; everything you do for my command."

Members of the workforce can access to Gen. Hyten's talk on Sandia's Corporate Streaming Library.

Who is General Hyten?

Gen. John Hyten is commander of U.S. Strategic Command, one of 10 unified commands under the Department of Defense. USTRATCOM is responsible for the global command and control of U.S. strategic forces to meet decisive national security objectives, providing a broad range of strategic capabilities and options for the president and secretary of defense.

Hyten attended Harvard University on an Air Force Reserve Officer's Training Corps scholarship, graduated in 1981 with a bachelor's degree in engineering and applied sciences and was commissioned a second lieutenant. Hyten's career has included assignments in a variety of space acquisition and operations positions. He served in senior engineering positions on both Air Force and Army anti-satellite weapon system programs.

The general's staff assignments include tours with the Air Force Secretariat, the Air Staff, the Joint Staff and the Commander's Action Group at Headquarters Air Force Space Command as director. He served as mission director in Cheyenne Mountain and was the last active-duty commander of the 6th Space Operations Squadron at Offutt Air Force Base in Nebraska. In 2006, he deployed to Southwest Asia as director of Space Forces for Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. Hyten commanded the 59th Space Group and the 59th Space Wing at Schriever Air Force Base in Colorado. Prior to assuming command of Air Force Space Command, he served as the vice commander of Air Force Space Command.

SOURCE: U.S. Strategic Command website
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being to put Alistantes' endurance to the test. "In theory you could run this thing forever, if you had enough parts," he said. As a materials scientist, Brad is looking forward to being able to use Alistantes for rapid materials discovery and for foundational advances in alloy performance and reliability. But even before this vision becomes reality, Alistantes can provide significant benefits.

Brad said, "Friday afternoon you tell the 3D printer 'I want you to print this part 10 different ways and then go test each one.' You come to come back Monday morning and Alistantes tells you which process was the best. Let the robot do all the logistics work and get the human out of the loop except for making the important engineering decisions."
International corrosion society elects first Sandia fellow

Scientist devises unbearable sauna to solve nuke waste problem

By Troy Rummel

A decade ago, while studying potential corrosion of containers for the proposed Yucca Mountain nuclear waste repository in Nevada, Sandia materials scientist David Enos designed an intricate solution to a sticky problem. Computer simulations showed the likelihood of unusually high heat and humidity deep inside the repository. Temperatures would rise above 200 degrees Celsius and drench the system, and the environment would be nearly pure steam; the corrosion science team had led no way of recreating those conditions in the lab.

David had an idea. He rigged a steam generator to pipe directly into a sealed test chamber inside the belly of an oven, creating what may be the world’s smallest and most unbearable sauna.

With that, he demonstrated that protective barrier materials for the waste containers would hold up in the intense environment. He later used the same system to evaluate storage containers used for spent nuclear fuel across the country.

First Sandian elected

The Yucca Mountain research and other innovative solutions earned David election as a fellow of NACE International, the chief professional society for corrosion engineering. He is the first Sandia employee to receive the honor.

The organization cites David’s “significant contributions to corrosion science and engineering for protecting materials in complex environments, his leadership and for mentoring a number of students in the field of corrosion.”

Wahid Herrina, David’s senior manager, said “Corrosion is a critical degradation mechanism for our nuclear weapons stockpile since there are many corrosion processes, and weapons are fielded for decades in diverse environments. David is a key player for understanding corrosion mechanisms and how we can mitigate them.”

The need to understand corrosion and related environmental degradation processes is more pressing at Sandia, which designs more than 95 percent of the non-nuclear components of nuclear weapons, than in other industries. If a consumer electronic “dies in five years, you don’t even want that device anymore. You get a new one,” said David. “We obviously can’t do that. When Sandia builds a device, we need it to last for 30 years, and sometimes even longer.”

Watching electronics corrode

On another assignment, David developed an advanced optical system to record images of corrosion as it grows over time in exacerbating conditions without having to remove the sample from the test chamber—protecting it from contamination. This device allowed him to watch the processes that degrade materials in a whole new way and led to a new theory that finally explained the mechanism of a type of corrosion called sulfidation on electronic connections.

“David has an amazing eye for details and has helped solve a wide range of technical problems both inside and outside of the field of corrosion science,” said Coby Davis, David’s manager. “This broad exposure combined with an impressive memory allows David to see opportunities and connections between problems that others will frequently overlook.”

David has for many years been an active member of the society, formerly called the National Association of Corrosion Engineers. He enjoys the opportunities the society gives him to help students access scholarships, classes and high-quality professional experiences. This year, he chaired the student poster session at the organization’s annual conference.

By Stephanie Holinka

Sandia recently hosted visitors from the DOE Indian Country Energy and Infrastructure Working Group and informed ICEIWG members, DOE officials and intergovernmental and contracted partners about Sandia’s unique role in energy research.

The ICEIWG is comprised of DOE representatives, tribal leaders and their technical staffs who identify opportunities and obstacles to building energy capacity and related infrastructure development in Indian country.

Attendees Kevin Frost, DOE deputy director, Office of Indian Energy Policy & Programs and Doug Little, deputy assistant secretary, Intergovernmental and External Affairs, joined Sandra Begay, Sandia’s Indian Energy program lead, who updated the tour participants on the state of STEM education in Indian Country.

“Indian Country faces many challenges in developing energy infrastructure and the advanced technical workforce required to support such infrastructure,” says Sandra.

American Indians/Alaska Natives are also under-represented in science and engineering at the bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral levels. Fewer than half attend a public high school where the full range of mathematics and science courses are offered. Although they make up 2.2 percent of the U.S. population, they represent only 0.4 percent of all engineering bachelor’s degree recipients, 0.3 percent of the engineering workforce just 0.07 percent of those are women and 0.1 percent of all engineering faculty.

Energy researcher Sig Gonzalez led tour members through Sandia’s Distributed Energy Technology Lab, describing Sandia’s work on utility-scale battery challenges and on standalone residential devices.

Systems engineer Bruce King discussed solar energy and grid integration work at Sandia’s Photovoltaic Systems Evaluation Lab and the work Sandia does as the lead on DOE’s Regional Test Center Program.

Optical engineer Julius Yellowhair led visitors through Sandia’s National Solar Thermal Testing Facility and discussed Sandia’s ongoing falling particle receiver research, part of Sandia’s proposed design for a high temperature concentrating solar power pilot plant.

Managers Abraham Ellis and Lori Parrish shared an overview of Sandia’s Alaska research, including work supporting Alaskan resilience against natural disasters and the harsh environment. Sandia also studies the suitability of renewable energy and microgrids for the Arctic environment, flies tethered balloons and drones to measure atmospheric temperatures and collaborates with other researchers on satellite sensing, detection and nonproliferation work.

Power electronics researcher Stan Atcitty led visitors through Sandia’s energy test facilities, including the Energy Storage Analysis Laboratory and the Energy Storage Test Pad/Energy Storage Analysis Lab.

Stan says Sandia’s work also is funded by the NNSA’s Minority Serving Institute Partnership program, which pays for a three-year project to enhance research and education at tribal colleges and universities in advanced manufacturing and funds summer students in technical projects. The program also seeks to develop needed skills and talent for NNSA’s enduring technical work force at its national laboratories and production plants.

DOE visit highlights Sandia energy work with Indian groups

Meeting discusses the state of STEM education, employment in Indian country

By Stephanie Holinka

American Indians/Alaska Natives are also under-represented in science and engineering at the bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral levels. Fewer than half attend a public high school where the full range of mathematics and science courses are offered. Although they make up 2.2 percent of the U.S. population, they represent only 0.4 percent of all engineering bachelor’s degree recipients, 0.3 percent of the engineering workforce just 0.07 percent of those are women and 0.1 percent of all engineering faculty.

Energy researcher Sig Gonzalez led tour members through Sandia’s Distributed Energy Technology Lab, describing Sandia’s work on utility-scale battery challenges and on standalone residential devices.

Systems engineer Bruce King discussed solar energy and grid integration work at Sandia’s Photovoltaic Systems Evaluation Lab and the work Sandia does as the lead on DOE’s Regional Test Center Program. Optical engineer Julius Yellowhair led visitors through Sandia’s National Solar Thermal Testing Facility and discussed Sandia’s ongoing falling particle receiver research, part of Sandia’s proposed design for a high temperature concentrating solar power pilot plant.

Managers Abraham Ellis and Lori Parrish shared an overview of Sandia’s Alaska research, including work supporting Alaskan resilience against natural disasters and the harsh environment. Sandia also studies the suitability of renewable energy and microgrids for the Arctic environment, flies tethered balloons and drones to measure atmospheric temperatures and collaborates with other researchers on satellite sensing, detection and nonproliferation work.

Power electronics researcher Stan Atcitty led visitors through Sandia’s energy test facilities, including the Energy Storage Analysis Laboratory and the Energy Storage Test Pad/Energy Storage Analysis Lab.

Stan says Sandia’s work also is funded by the NNSA’s Minority Serving Institute Partnership program, which pays for a three-year project to enhance research and education at tribal colleges and universities in advanced manufacturing and funds summer students in technical projects. The program also seeks to develop needed skills and talent for NNSA’s enduring technical work force at its national laboratories and production plants.

Sierra Nevada gas pipe towed through sand

By Troy Rummel

Sandel scientists and engineers recently towed a 13-foot length of Sierra Nevada gas pipe to test its behavior in sand.

The 6-inch diameter pipe was towed to mimic the conditions of a 42-mile gas pipeline across northern California that was installed in 2011. Raising the pipe caused some erosion, so the pipeline was retrofitted with a protective panel that was covered with sand.

The pipeline now lies 10 feet deep in sand and its erosion has been reduced to the equivalent of an estimated 0.1 inch per year that would cause a typical pipeline to leak.

The Sierra Nevada gas pipeline, which is 42 miles long, supplies natural gas to 415,000 homes and businesses in northern California. The pipeline carries a maximum 200 million cubic feet of natural gas per day.

The pipe was towed at Sandia’s Photovoltaic Systems Evaluation Lab in Albuquerque, New Mexico, using two 20-ton cranes to simulate the 300-ton force the pipeline exerts on the pipeline during construction.

Manager Abraham Ellis said, “The 110-foot-long section of pipeline is representative of the forces that the pipeline would experience during burial. It provides key insight into the behavior of the pipe as it buries itself in sand.”

The test also included a 200-horsepower winch to simulate the 2,000 horsepower that would be needed to pull the pipeline into the sand. The winch was synchronized with a computer program to vary the force and speed of the pipeline as it was towed to simulate the worst-case scenario.

“By studying the forces involved and the effects on the pipeline, we can better understand how the pipeline will perform in the field,” said Ellis.

The test was conducted in collaboration with California Resources Corporation, which operates the Sierra Nevada pipeline, and the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory.

Power electronics researcher Stan Atcitty leading members of the DOE Indian Country Energy and Infrastructure Working Group at Sandia’s Energy Storage Test Pad. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Members of the DOE Indian Country Energy and Infrastructure Working Group, DOE Indian Energy leaders and staff who work with Sandia optical engineer and Sandia Indian Energy Program lead Sandra Begay (center front) pose at Sandia’s National Solar Thermal Testing Facility. (Photo by Randy Montoya)
Solving three problems: cost, toxicity and speed

Singh and her team have solved three problems with turning lignin into platform chemicals. The first was cost. E. coli typically do not produce the enzymes needed for the conversion process. Scientists must coax the bacteria into making the enzymes by adding something called an inducer to the fermentation broth. While effective for activating enzyme production, inducers can be so costly that they are prohibitive for biorefineries. The solution was to “circumvent the need for an expensive inducer by engineering the E. coli so that lignin-derived compounds such as vanillin serve as both the substrate and the inducer,” Singh said. Vanillin is not an obvious choice to replace an inducer. The compound is produced as lignin breaks down and can, at higher concentrations, inhibit the very E. coli working to convert it. This posed the second problem: toxicity. “Our engineering turns the substrate toxicity problem on its head by enabling the very chemical that is toxic to the E. coli to initiate the complex process of lignin valorization. Once the vanillin in the fermentation broth activates the enzymes, the E. coli starts to convert the vanillin into catechol, our desired chemical, and the amount of vanillin never reaches a toxic level,” Singh said. “It autoregulates.”

The third problem was efficiency. While the vanillin in the fermentation broth moves across the membranes of the cells to be converted by the enzymes, it was a slow, passive movement. The researchers looked for effective transporters from other bacteria and microbes to fast track this process, Wu said. “We borrowed a transporter design from another microbe and engineered it into E. coli, which helps pump the vanillin into the bacteria,” Liu said. “It sounds pretty simple, but it took a lot of fine tuning to make everything work together.”

Engineering solutions like these, which overcome toxicity and efficiency issues, have the potential to make biofuel production economically viable. The external inducer-free, autoregulating method for valorizing lignin is just one way that researchers are working to optimize the biofuel-making process. “We have found this piece of the lignin valorization puzzle, providing a great starting point for future research into scalable, cost-effective solutions,” Singh said. “Now we can work on producing greater quantities of platform chemicals, engineering pathways to new end products, and considering microbial hosts other than E. coli.”

SANDIA SCIENTISTS Seema Singh, left, and Fang Liu hold vials of fermentation broth and vanillin, which are critical for turning plant matter into biofuels and other valuable chemicals. (Photo by Dino Vournas)
GENTLY USED FURNITURE:
TIMESHARE, Winter Park
CHILDREN’S BEDROOM
CAMPER SHELL, insulated,
EXECUTIVE DESK, L-
MISCELLANEOUS

D. Raymond Hinds (87). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 1
Genova Johnson (90) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 27
James Guthrie (88) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 17
Richard Chavez (72) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 12
Clyde Seibel (79). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 12
Charles Sain (87). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 11
Marcelia Samuelson (89) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 6
John Long (73) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 5
George Arnot (91) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 31
Russel Dietzel (87) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 28
Wilbur McGuire (95) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 26
Clayton Henderson (95). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 26
Alan Dickinson (74) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 25
Donald Sharp (84) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 25
Nicholas Wittmayer (71) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 18
Edward Marsh (96) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 15
Larry Wilhelm (79). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 12
Barbara Pass (65) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 17
Joan Keith (89). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 7
Wendland Beezhold (78) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . February 28
Melton Rushing (96) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . February 27
Barbara Pass (65) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 17

Cordero, sleeves, only needs
Wagner, 505-504-8783.
48" x 32", $20.
contain", unopened box,
many, "Magic Moun-
512-809-1038.
orange, $400. Shah,
infant car seat adapter,
w/handlebar console &
Revolution, 2013,
center; king mattress;
Buck, 353-2667.

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT:
• Epic View 550 treadmill, excellent condition, $400; Bowflex
  trainer, w/leg curl at-
tachment, good condi-
tion, $250; Schwinn
215P recumbent bike, excellent condition, $150. Schneider,
505-270-4056.
• SINGLE ELECTRIC OVEN,
Whirlpool true conve-
ction, hardly used, excel-
 lent working condition,
set at $1,000, asking $390. Fulcher,
505-974-8670, after
5 p.m.
• COFFEE TABLE, multicol-
dored slate, 4’ x 2-
1/2’, excellent condi-
tion, $300; cycling shoes,
men’s size 8-1/2, Shimano sandal,
new/unused, paid
$119, asking $40. Drebing, 293-3335.
• 5TH WHEEL HITCH, Reese
16k w/Kwik slide, rails for Chevy, $500. Schmitt, 505-281-6002.

TRANSPORTATION
‘11 COROLLA SPORT, manual, silver, SKK
miles, $8,000. Sapp, 505-377-0801.
‘38 MG MGA, comprehen-
sive body off restoration,
no rust, rebuilt MGA motor, most parts replaced, $19,500.
Baumgart, 505-329-9180.
‘08 HONDA ACCORD, standard, AC, 6 airbags,
other safety features,
50K miles, great shape,
$9,500. Cochran, 842-1528.
‘13 FIAT 500 ABARTH TURBO, 5-speed, manual,
loaded, 32K miles, great condition; $11,000. Swartz, 505-818-0722.
‘74 260 Z, AT, original owner, excellent condi-
tion, one of a kind NBM
Z car, $10,000. Curile,
505-318-0140.

How to submit classified ads
DEADLINE: Friday noon before
week of publication unless
changed by holiday.
Submit by one of these:
• EMAIL: Michelle Fleming
(classified@sandia.gov)
• FAX: 844-0647
• INTERNET WEB: From Tech-
tweb search for “Classified”,
at the bottom of that page choose
to submit an ad under, “Submit
an article” if you have
questions, call Michelle at 844-4902.
Because of space constraints,
ads will be printed on
a first-come basis.

Ad rules
1. Limit 10 words, including
last name and home phone
(If you include a web or
e-mail address, it will count
as two or three words,
please limit the length of the
address).
2. Include organization and
full name with the ad submission.
3. Submit ad in writing. No
phone-ins.
4. Type or print ad legibly; use
accepted abbreviations.
5. One ad per person.
6. We will not run the same ad
more than twice.
7. “For rent” ads except for
employees on temporary
assignment.
8. No commercial ads.
9. For active Sandia members
and families, retired Sandians, and DOE
employees.
10. Housing listed for sale is
available without regard to race,
creed, color, or national
origin.
11. Want/Worked ads limited to
student-aged children of
employees.
12. We reserve the right not to
publish any ad that may be
considered offensive or in
bad taste.

When driving on Kirtland Air Force Base, all civil-
ian and military personnel should come to a
complete stop for reveille at 7 a.m. and for retreat
at 5 p.m. during the broadcast of “To The Colors”
and “The Star-Spangled Banner,” respectively. Anyone
outside should stop and face the sound of the
music or a flag and motorists should pull to
the side of the road until all music has finished playing.
Reveille and retreat ceremonies serve a twofold
purpose. They signal the beginning and ending of
the official duty day and serve as ceremonies for
paying respect to the flag and those who serve it.

Kirtland Air Force Base
Reveille and Retreat Reminder

SANDIA CLASSIFIED ADS

In Sandia’s MESA Complex

Retiree deaths
Josephine Sandoval (age 84) . January 1
Barbara Pass (65) . January 17
Dennis Chavez (89) . January 24
Merlon Rushing (96) . February 27
Linda Guzman (67) . February 28
Versona Smith (67) . February 28
Joan Keith (89). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 7
Charlie Monroe (90) . March 9
Richard Ashmore (92) . March 11
Eleanor Sluts (94) . March 11
Larry Wilhelms (79) . March 12
Lynn Barker (98) . March 12
Edward Marsh (96) . March 15
Nicholas Wittmayer (79) . March 18
Emronno Matta (86) . March 18
Wilfred Otero (86) . March 24
Donald Sharp (84) . March 24
Alan Dickerson (74) . March 25
Clayton Henderson (93) . March 26
Wilbur McGare (99) . March 26
Russel Dietzeh (87). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 28
George Amrto (91) . March 31
Alice Whitton (93) . April 5
John Long (73) . April 5
Harry Concaron (77) . April 5
G. Drummond (89) . April 9
Marcelia Samurhon (89) . April 6
Charles Sain (87) . April 11
Dale Isbel (78) . April 12
Richard Chaves (72) . April 12
James Guthrie (88) . April 17
Geneva Johnson (93) . April 27
Ermoe Jaramillo (92) . April 27
John Bell (78) . April 29
Gary Brown (73) . April 30
D. Mondel Radh (87) . May 1

U.S. Representative
Ben Ray Lujan visits
Sandia’s MESA Complex

Pipes in Plain Language — MESA Director Dave Sandson and Associate Labs Director Mike Burns explain to U.S. Rep. Ben Ray Lujan the complex infrastructure needed to support Sandia’s Microsystems Engineering, Science and Applications capability that provides critical semiconductors for a variety of key Sandia missions, during the congressmen’s recent visit to Sandia.

(Photos by Randy Montoya)
Raising the heat to lower the cost of solar energy

Sandia will compete to build a high temperature concentrating solar power pilot plant

By Kristen Meub

Sandia will receive $10.5 million from the Department of Energy to research and design a cheaper and more efficient solar energy system. The work focuses on refining a specific type of utility-scale solar energy technology that uses mirrors to reflect and concentrate sunlight onto a receiver on a tower. The heat from the concentrated sunlight is absorbed by either a liquid, gas or solid and stored or used immediately in a heat exchanger to generate electricity. This type of energy, called concentrating solar power, is appealing because it can supply renewable energy — even when the sun is not shining — without using batteries for storage.

Current concentrating solar power systems can heat a substance to 565 degrees Celsius. The goal of this new project is to reach temperatures greater than 700 C, which would boost efficiency and lower the cost of electricity generated from concentrating solar power.

Sandia is leading one of three teams selected by the department’s Solar Energy Technologies Office to compete to build a high temperature concentrating solar power system with built-in heat storage. Sandia’s proposed system uses sand-like ceramic particles to absorb and store the heat from the concentrated sunlight. Sandia already has developed the world’s first high temperature falling particle receiver, and this research will refine and integrate that system into a complete pilot plant.

“We have demonstrated a prototype for the continuously circulating falling particles, and now we are adding six hours of storage, a 1-megawatt heat exchanger and a particle lift to demonstrate the entire thermal system,” said Cliff Ho, Sandia’s lead engineer on the project. “We believe particles are the best option for going to higher temperatures for advanced power cycles. The particles are inexpensive, durable and non-corrosive. They can be stored directly, they don’t freeze and they can reach temperatures over 1,060 C.”

During the first phase of the two-year project, Sandia will design and evaluate the key components of its proposed pilot plant and work to mitigate risks associated with falling particle and concentrating solar power technology. Cliff said the team will focus on minimizing heat and particle losses from the receiver and identifying suitable designs for particle storage and a particle-to-working-fluid heat exchanger that will work for a large-scale power plant. The team will perform analyses to identify designs that meet both cost and performance goals for the Department of Energy.

During a second phase, the team will write a proposal that details the final concept for its proposed pilot plant. The DOE will also receive proposals from the two other teams and will choose one team to receive up to $25 million to construct and operate a pilot plant in the third phase of the program.

Sandia’s project partners include the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Georgia Institute of Technology, King Saud University, Saudi Electricity Company, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, University of Adelaide, Australian National University, the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Electric Power Research Institute, Solar Dynamics, SolarReserve, Carbo Ceramics, Solens Thermal Science, Vacuum Process Engineering, Allied Mineral Products and others.

Solar sedans join Sandia’s fleet

By Kristen Meub
Photos by Rebecca Gustaf

Sandia drivers now have an emissions-free transportation option when they borrow from the Fleet Services loan pool — the power of the sun and three new electric cars.

In late May, Sandia installed a solar car charger and leased three plug-in electric Chevy Bolts from the General Services Administration. The charger, located on the west side of the Fleet Services lot near Thunderbird Cafeteria, fits in a parking space, can charge up to two electric vehicles at a time and can also charge electric carts. Each charge provides about 225 to 250 miles of clean driving. Sandia/California will get a second solar car charger soon.

“We wanted to bring plug-in electric vehicles to Sandia, and the solar charger was a cost-effective option for charging the cars,” Mark Crawford, manager of Fleet Vehicles said. “These cars will replace our sedans over time.”

The charger’s solar panels track the position of the sun throughout the day to absorb as much solar energy as possible. Energy not needed immediately for charging is stored in a built-in battery, so the charger can provide solar-powered electricity at night and in the event of a power failure. The charger is built to be resilient and is rated to withstand 110 mph winds, earthquakes and hail up to an inch in diameter.

The solar-charged Bolts will be available in the loan pool as soon as Fleet Services develops a short operating and safety guide.

SOLAR POWER FOR CARS — Sandia has a new sun-tracking solar panel car charger that can provide 100 percent emissions-free power for the fleet’s electric vehicles.